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Electroskip is a biofeedback system that utilizes insole pressure sensors to generate a
variety of sounds as a person moves. It is a wireless system that transmits sounds via
Bluetooth from the sensors to an Surface pro computer. As I mentioned before, it
was originally designed to help dancers follow or create music themselves, but we
feel the technology can be adapted to clinical populations, such as Cerebral Palsy,
Parkinson’s or other neurodegenerative diseases.

We wanted to be able to see if the technology could be more suitable than just
making sounds when walking. We wanted more data to be able to support why and if
individuals with neurological disorders may or may not improve with the technology.
We had to have one session each week with sound and one without so that we could
see if there was any difference in the child’s performance in his pre and post walking
tasks.
We used the video recording to be able to have a more accurate reading of the steps
the child was getting since the Electroskip is still upcoming.

The child originally was going to do laterally walking, but after many times with the
child not wanting to do it, we omitted it from the study and just did straight line
walking.
The child would enter the laboratory and I, the Principal Investigator, would put the
Electroskip shoes on the child that were specifically designed for him. The child would
then walk over to the parallel bars with the assistance of his parents. After that I would
talk with the child to see what sound he wanted that day if the sound was activated.
After that, the child would walk down to the other end of the parallel bars while I would
have the steps being recorded on Electroskip and with a camera. I was also noting
the motivation levels of the child during each pre-walk with or without Electroskip and
post-walk. As the sessions progressed the child was able to walk back as well. I used
the camera, in addition to Electroskip, so that I could simultaneously check the
reliability of the Electroskip especially in counting the amount of heel or toe strikes the
child got.
The sound was off so we could see if there was any significant difference in the steps
taken between having sound and not, which is the main purpose of the study. We did
pre and post testing to see how the child may have changed after being able to play
etc.

This is not to say that the technology did not work. The mere fact that the child was
able to move and be motivated to walk each session was a success in itself.

On the y-axis of this graph shows the number of steps between the right and left foot
that the child took in either pre-walk or post-walk. The x-axis depicts that the sessions
are ones without the Electroskip technology active.

The case study was a great way to explore the different potential uses of this
technology, but it needs to be expanded.
We cannot simply rely on the data from this study since the sample was much too
small to try to make an assumption of how it would affect the whole population.

